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C. WaHoo, fl. KocmaiJunoo - Konqm;:ypau,uH cAy6ofi-ux ceo(pll3tttlccfi-ux nooepxHocmeu noa meppumo
pu?tt So,zcapuu. C!leJJaH <JH!lJJH3 llaJIH'IIIbiX .'lalllll>IX o rJJy6HIIax rpaiiHU MoxopoBH'IH'Ia, KoHpa!la H no
ilOlliBbl JIIITOCcflepbl )lJIH '13CTH 5aJJKaiiCKOfO noJJyocTpOBa, OXBaTbiB<liOIUeH 5onrapHIO H ConpC)lCJJbMbie 
T£P/IlTOp11H. 0TCTpOCHbl KapTbl 1130JIHHIIH 3TIIX nosepXHOCTCH H MOU.lHOCTeH CJJOeB, 3aKJII04eHHbiX Me)!{
llY HHMH . 11cnOJJb30BaJJHCb npocfleCCHOHaJJbHble I! I!CIIbiT3HHbiC TCCT3MH MaTeMaTH'IeCKHe aJJrOpHTMbl. 
06cylK!laercH cjJH3H'IecKaH cymocTb KalK!lOH H3 reocjJH3H4eCKHX nosepxHocreil . Kapra nosepxHoCTH Mo
xopoBH'IH'Ia, T. e. HHlKHeH rpaHHUbl 3eMHOH KOpbl, Cyll.leCTBeiiHO pa3,1H'!aeTCH OT ony6JJHKOBaHHbiX 
llO HacroHmero speMeHH Kapr. ncsepxHoCTb KoHpa!la socnpHHHMaercH KaK cjJH3H4ecKaH rpaHHua MelK
ll.Y 06'beMaMH nOpOJJ. C pa3JJH'IHbiMH CBOHCTBaMH, a 3TH pa3JJH'IHH CBll3biBaiOTCH C H3MeHeHHHMH HallpH
)!{eHHH. nosepxHOCTb KoHpaJJ.a He KOHcjlopMHa nosepxHOCTH MoxopoBH4H'Ia. HHlKHHH rpaHHua JIHToccjle
pbl IIOKa3biBaeT ypoBeHb, JJ.O KOTOpOrO 110,1\HHJiaCb acTeHOCcjlepa B BepXHeH MaHTHH. npeJJ.CTaBJieHHble 
KapTbl npHMeHHMbl npH HHTepnpeTaUIIH reOJJOrH4eCKOH H reocjlH3H4eCKOi'I HHcjJOpMaUHH, OTHOCHU.leHCR 
K reo)I,HHaMHKe, crpyKrype, M3fMaTH3MY H MCTa~IOpcjJH3MY JIHTOCcjlepbl B 3TOll 'laCTH 5aJIKaHCKOfO JIOJiy
OCTpOBa. 

Ab.,lract - All known data about the depth of the Mohorovicic and Conrad discontinuities and 
for the base of the lithosphere have been analysed for Bulgaria and the adjacent territories. Maps 
for these ~urfaces, as well as for the thicknesses of the layers between them have been constructed with 
the aid of professional and precisely tested mathematic algorithms. The physical nature of each geo
physical surfacP. is commented. The Moho discontinuity represents the lower boundary of the Earth's 
crust, and in our interpretation differs considerably from the maps published up to now. The Con
rad discontinuity is considered as a physical boundary which is bounding rock volumes with diffe
rent physico-mech<Jnical properties due to changes in the stress field in the rocks. This surface 
is not conformable to Moho. The lower boundary of the lithosphere determines the level of eleva
tion of the asthenc.sphere into the upper mantle. The maps may be used for intrrpretation of the 
geological and geophysical information relative to the geodynamics, structure, magmatism and meta
morphism of the lithosphere in this part of the Balkan Peninsula. 

Introduction 

The deep structure of the Earth's crust and upper mantle is of basic importance when 
studying the tectonic, magmatic and metamorphic processes within a given tectonic 
region. The energy sources for the endogenic processes should be sought for in the ba
sic features of this structure. Only a good knowledge of the deep structure could give 
an estimate of the real volumes of the lithosphere which could have a quasihomoge
Oleous behaviour in territories with a complex morphotectonic structure as the territo
ry of Bulgaria at least during the Late Alpine and the recent tectonic stages. 
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The structure of the Earth's crust and its thickness for the territory of Bulgaria have 
been elucidated in general as a result of numerous publications based on the interpre
tation of the gravity field (0 e r K o B, 1963), on seismological analysis (G r igor o -
v a, So k e r ova, 1967; r p H r o p o B a, CoKe p o B a , 1972), on investigations 
by deep seismic sounding (So II o g u bet al., 1973; Jl a q e a et al. , 1971; 1l a
q e a, n e r K o a, 1978), and complex interpretations of geophysical data (Jl o 6 p e a, 
lUYKHH, 1974, 1978; Velcev, Petkov, 1974; AocH<j)OB et al., 1978). 
The review paper by 11 o c H <Po B, n q e JI a p o a (1977) is a logical final element 
for this significant period of investigations on the deep structure of the region. 

The next period of less extensive research was marked by the introduction of new 
insights. The detailed analysis of the deep seismic sounding along the regional profile 
Petrich - N ikopol (D a c h e v, V o I v o v s k i y, 1985; B o JI h a o B c K H if et 
al., 1985) was presented also on the recently published map of Moho by n a l.j e B (1988). 
An interpretation for the thickness of the lithosphere (Babushka et al., 1986) and 
several schemes about the velocity inhomogeneities of the upper mantle within the Bal
kan region (B o r e B, 1987) were based on seismological data. 

Interpretations and analyses for determining the configuration of the Moho and 
Conrad discontinuities and the lower lithosphere boundary are based on several fac
tors, and namely: existing tectonic concepts about the deep-seated fault network ; orien
tation of the principal tectonic structures; the morphotectonics. These factors empha
size the subjectivity during the work with the primary data . As a final result, the rep
resentation of these surfaces by different authors has been strongly influenced by their 
pre-conceived tectonic ideas. · 

. The present study aims to compile a number of maps that include also data for ter-
ritories adjacent to Bulgaria on the basis of all known previous results, and on some 
new data. They include deep seismic sounding, industrial blasts, seismological analy
ses and data which have not been utilized during the previous investigations. Their 
area is considerably greater than the studied one. Thus, the information density for 
the Bulgarian territory has been relatively homogenized . The data processing has 
been made with the aid of computers and tested software. Thus the subjective fac
tor in the map preparation has been eliminated. Most of the interpretations 
based on the gravity field have been excluded for to avoid ambiguity, the so
lution of the inverse problem of potential fields being unequivocal, and each density 
model being deeply influenced by personal knowledge and concepts. 

This approach is able to ensure that the maps obtained would reflect the essentias 
structural behaviour of the deep lithospheric surfaces, and could serve as a basis for the 
ubsequent geotectonic, geodynamic and geophysical interpretations. 

Initial data 

The maps of the Moho and Conrad discontinuities are based upon data from regional 
profiles and seismology (Fig. I). Results of the deep seismic sounding (DSS) and their 
interpretation (K o H c r a H r H H e c K o et a!., 1978) along the intern at ion a! prof i
Jes Galat- Kalara~i (II), Oradea- Galat (XI 1) and Baile~ti- Sebe~ (XII) are repre
sentative for the territory of Romania being complemented with data from the seismo
logical analysis on the unpublished maps by D ache v et al. (1978) of the Moho discon
tinuity and of the "surface of the basaltic layer". Information about the deep structure 
of the Earth's crust of Yugoslavia is based on the investigations along the profiles Pet
rovac- Negotin (A), Jakovica- Stara planina (B), Titovo- Delcevo (C) by B p a
r HIlle B H l.J, A H .Ll p H q (1978). Profile A is produced by complex interpretation 
of DSS and gravimetric data but it had to be used for to receive an equal density for 
the region. The interpretations of profiles B and C have been accomplished using 
single hodographs. Results of seismological analyses have been used for the territories 
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Fig. I. Schematic map of the geop hysica l data points and profiles with information for the deep 
geoph ysic a l boundaries on the territory of Bulgaria and the adjacent territories 
1 - international geophysical profile; 2 - national geophysical profile ; 3 - seismologic point; 
4 - seismol og ical stations and points with determined crustal thickness a fter Pan agio to
p o u I o s ( 1986) 

south of Bulgaria (P an agio top o u I o s, 1984), the data density for Greece being 
considerably higher than that for the northern regions of Turkey. The investigations along 
the international profile Makres - Black Sea (X) by So I I o g u b et al. (1973), 
the unpublished data of Dachev et al. (1978) for a part of the international profile Si
listra - Yambol (II) , and data (B o JIbs o s c K H H et al., 1985) for the interna
tional traverse Petrie- Nikopol (VII), all based on DSS, cover the territory of Bul
garia. The studies on the regional profile Momcilgrad - Vetrino (A o c H <Po set al., 
1978) interpreted after a complex of geophysical and geomagnetic parameters have 
been also taken into consideration for to increase the density of information for South
east Bulgaria. Seismological analyses for parts or stations from the territory (G r i -
go r o v a, So k e r o v a, 1967; P an agio to p o u I o s, 1984) have been also 
considered, as well as unpublished data by D ache vet al. (1978) shown on the maps 
of Moho and of the "surface of the basaltic layer" . 
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The total information resulting from these studies amount to 138 data points for 
the Moho map, and to 126 data points, for the map of the Conrad discontinuity . Some 
of the investigations did not aim to determine the C boundary, and in other points the 
determination of the depth of C was impossible although theM boundary has been de
termined with sufficient accuracy. The map of the lower boundary of the lithosphere 
is based only on 9 data points situated mostly on the territory of Bulgaria (B a b u-
s h k a et al., 1986). · 

Algorithms for processing 

Two different methods for interpolation of the values distributed in a regular rectan
gular net have been used. The net is calculated from the original accurate 30 data. 
The gridding methods utilized are these of the Inverse distance and of the Krigging 
algorithm. 

The Inverse distance method applies the technique of the balanced averaging in 
interpolating grid nodes from X YZ data. The weights are inversely proportional to 
the distance from the grid node. Thus, the relative weight of node values for greater 
distances from the currently· calculated value is of lesser importance. The weights may 
be raised to a power for to diminish the effect of the weight function. The power most 
frequently used is the quadratic. 

Krigging uses geostatistical techniques to calculate the autocorrelation between 
data points and produces a minimum variance unbiased estimate. In theory, no other 
interpolation method is able to yield a more accurate estimate for the node values. 

Fig. 2. Map of the Mohorovicic discontinuity. The contours are in km from the Earth's surface 
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Fig . 3. Map of the Conrad discontinuit y. Contours in km fro m the Earth 's surface 
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However, the practical efficiency of this method is strongly dependent on the accurate 
selection of the different boundary conditions which are controlling the calculations. 

Both algorithms have been used during the map preparation . Different versions 
have been produced based on different initial and boundary conditions . Maps made by 
Krigging and using optimal theoretical values for the boundary conditions proved to 
be the most representative ones . 

Results and discussion 

The map of the Moho discontinuity (Fig . 2) is constructed with a vertical interval of 
the contours of 2 km . The characteristics of the initial data gives no possibilities toes
timate accurately the error, and this vertical interval has been accepted as most con
venient for the practical use of the map. A considerable difference in the depth of Mo
ho can be found between the eastern (shallower) and western (deeper) parts, and a com
parat ively gentle elevation towards north. The total denivelation exceeds 20 km. This 
amplitude is several times greater than the resolution ability of the DSS (n a tt e a, 
l988). 

· The map obtained shows considerable differences in respect to the previously 
published maps of Moho . As in the other maps , the thickness of the Earth's crust· 
is the greatest in southwest Bulgaria but the anomaly with Moho's depth of more than 
50 km is situated under the Rila Mts. To the east a fast transition (probably cor
responding to a deep seated fault) is bounding another shallower crustal block with 
tocal deepening to about 40 km in the areas of the towns Pazardzik and Plovdiv , and 
between the towns Karlovo, Kazanlak and Rakovski. Moho is elevated nearer to the 
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Fig. 4. Map of the thickness of the layer between the discontinuities of Mohorovicic and Conrad 
in km 

surface (at a depth of about 27 km) in the area of the town of Nova Zagora, in ano
ther block bounded to the west by a well outlined gradient N-S striking zone. More 
easterly, two prominent anomalies at the background of the calmly elevating lower 
boundary of the Earth's crust towards the Black Sea are observed. They are situated 
between the towns of Veliko Tarnovo and Sumen (local thickening of the crust with 
lower boundary at a depth of 34 to 35 km), and in Strandza planina Mts. (local thin
ning of the crust to about 26 km). 

The map of the Conrad discontinuity (Fig. 3) is of a lesser contrast, and is not 
conformable to the Moho (s. Jl o 6 p e B, lU y K H H, 1978). The greatest elevation of 
this surface {to a depth of c. 12 km) is outlined in northeast Bulgaria, and the grea
test depth is recorded in the area of the town of Petrie (c. 29 km). 

The Conrad discontinuity which has been considered for a long time as a boundary 
between the "basaltic" and the "granitic" layers in the three-layer model of the Earth's 
crust, is almost not commented in the recent studies especially after the results of the 
Kola borehole which failed to confirm it as a lithologic boundary (K o 3 JI o B c K H 11, 
pe,n. 1984) . D ache v en at{ e B, 1988) made a thorough analysis of all publica
tions which argued against the acceptability of this boundary , and followed the opi
nion about a complicated inhomogeneous composition of the magmatic-metamorphic 
crust with a layered nappe-pile type structure. The variation of the acoustic proper
ties and the hypsometric position of the low-velocity surface identified with this boun
dary along the regional profile Petrie - Nikopol were also commented in this sense . 
Studies related to the tectonophysical model for the region of the Kola borehole (B e -
c e JI o B et al., 1984) demonstrated, however, that the so-called Conrad discontinuity 
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Fig . 5 . Map of the lower 1 i I hosp heric boundary (after data by 8 a b u s h k a et a!., 1986). Con
tours in km from the Earth's s urface 

could be identified with a boundary of sharp change of the stress state in the rocks under 
the influence of different factors as e. g . the metamorphism and the related recrystal
lization and volume change, as well as the thermal flow. Such changes in the stress 
state may lead to changes in particular of the elastic properties of the rocks, and this 
fact will reflect on the results of the seismic studies. In a territory of such a complex 
tectonic structure it is logical to be expected that the parameters of this boundary 
could not behave in a steady manner . 

The map of the Conrad discontinuity should be considered as a picture of a phy
sical boundary which marks the changes in the stress state and the rheological proper
ties of the rocks under the influence of a complex of geodynamic factors. In this 
sense it is of interest that earthquakes with the highest magnitudes are concen
trated exactly within the layer between 10 and 20 km, i. e. in the interval of varia
tion of Conrad (f pH r o p o sa et al., 1980). The map of the thickness of the Earth's 
crust between Moho and Conrad (Fig. 4) is also of interest for the geodynamic ana
lyses. Areas with a thickness of this layer of more than 18 km contain the most im
portant seismic zones for the territory of Bulgaria (except for the Kaliakra zone with 
epicenters mainly within the shelf strip of the Black Sea). 

The maps of the lower lithospheric boundary (Fig. 5) is the least accurate be
cause of the restricted (only 9 data points) initial data. Our map does not differ 
substantially from the original map of B a bush k a et al. (1986) although diffe
rences exist in some details. No tectonic concepts and considerations influenced the con
struction of this map. 
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Fi g. fi. Map of the thickness of the upper mantl e layer between Moho and the low<: r lithosphrri c houn 
dar y; in km · 

The map for the thickness of the layer between the lower lithospheric boun
dary and Moho (Fig . 6) shows a maximum thinning in the area of the towns Haskovo 
and Dimitrovgrad. The anomaly covers a considerable area, with a branching anomaly 
towards northwest. The anomaly could be related to the manifestations of the intense 
Tertiary volcanic activity in the East Rhodope Mts. Most probably, an elevation of the 
asthenosphere in this region provoked a decrease in the lithosphere thickness . This may 
be possibly due to the presence of a denser relics of a palaeosubduction zone beneath 
the Rhodope Mts (BoTe B, 1987; B a b u s h k a et al., 1986) which dipped to the 
north and pushed in its frontal part the molten mantle material towards the sur
face. 

Conclusions 

The set of maps of deep geophysical surfaces in the Earth's crust and upper mantle 
synthesized the results of all published studies for the territory of Bulgaria and the ad
jacent territories . These maps have been constructed with a maximum objectivity in 
the technical drawing of the contours of surfaces and layer thicknesses . The used soft
ware package allows to input new received data for the surfaces thus introducing cor
rections in the maps already prepared. 
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